
 

Rethinking the ESP Game
 

 

Abstract 

The ESP Game [7] was designed to harvest human 

intelligence to assign labels to images - a task which is 

still difficult for even the most advanced systems in 

image processing [3]. However, the ESP Game as it is 

currently implemented encourages players to assign 

“obvious” labels, which can be easily predicted given 

previously assigned labels.  

We present a language model which can assign 

probabilities to the next label to be added. This model 

is then used in a program, which plays the ESP game 

without looking at the image. Even without any use of 

the actual image, the program manages to agree with 

the randomly assigned human partner on a label for 

69% of all images, and for 81% of images which have 

at least one “off-limits” term assigned to them. 

We discuss how the scoring system and the design of 

the ESP game can be improved to encourage users to 

add less predictable labels, thereby improving the 

quality of the collected information. 
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Introduction 

The ESP game is one of the best examples of how to 

harvest the intelligence of thousands of contributors for 

a task which is still difficult for machines: labeling 

images [3]. Labeling images is useful as otherwise 

there is little chance to retrieve an image relevant for a 

given query. In [7] evidence is presented that images 

are generally relevant for the queries corresponding to 

their labels. However, it is questionable, how much a 

large image repository benefits if the label “car” is 

correctly assigned to an unlabeled image. Microsoft’s 

Live Image Search currently returns 150 million results 

for this query. If the main purpose of the ESP Game is 

indeed to label images for search purposes, then 

adding informative tags such as “red bmw” or even 

“talbot 1923” seems more valuable. 

The ESP Game in its most popular implementation 

(http://images.google.com/imagelabeler) fails to collect 

such informative labels. We show that the sets of tags 

already present can be generated from a low entropy 

distribution and new tags added by players are highly 

predictable given only the “off-limits” terms, which are 

the tags already assigned to the image. 

Google apparently noted these shortcomings and 

introduced different scores between 50 and 150 points 

for different labels according to their “specificity”. 

However, (i) this is not a strong enough differentiation, 

(ii) it punishes terms too much which are globally 

unspecific, but which add relevant information for the 

particular context, and (iii) the current scores are not 

directly linked to the degree of predictability of a label. 

We show how to redesign the ESP game to improve the 

quality of the collected labels. 

Related Work 

Apart from the ESP Game, where two players are 

randomly paired up and have to agree on appropriate 

labels for images, games “with a purpose” have also 

been applied to various other settings [8]. All of these 

games share the properties that (i) players share the 

common goal of “agreeing” on certain things, (ii) 

players are matched randomly, and (iii) no 

communication is allowed, as this would make the 

agreement trivial and prone to spamming.  

Closely related to our study of inferring the next label 

to be added, is the issue of tag suggestion [2, 6]. In 

fact, the probabilistic model employed by our robot to 

play the ESP Game is taken from [2]. 

The issue of what actually constitutes a “good” label for 

an object was investigated in [4], where the focus was 

on which kinds of labels might be (globally) found 

useful by a user for at least some object, rather than a 

particular one. Related to the issue of the quality of 

labels is the question of why users tag [1] and how 

their usage patterns are influenced by other users and 

suggestions made by the tagging system [5]. 

Shortcomings of the ESP Game 

If one looks at how people label images via the ESP 

Game, then one notices the following. 

There is a lot of redundancy in the tag sets because of 

the use of synonymous labels. Of all 496 (out of 14.5K) 

images labeled with “guy” 81% were also labeled with 

“man”.  
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Some labels tend to co-occur with other labels, even in 

cases when they are not synonyms, such as “water” 

and “blue”, or “sky” and “clouds”. For instance, we 

observed that 68% of all the 85 images labeled with 

“clouds” had also been labeled with “sky”. 

There is a tendency to match on colors and over 10% 

of all off-limits labels are colors, with 3.3% of all tag 

occurrences being “black”. 

People tend to add more generic labels such as 

“building” as opposed to “terraced house”. 

The common reason for these points is that it is far 

more likely for two people to agree on a general term, 

than to agree on more specific terms. Even if a player 

knows that a particular image depicts an oak, it will be 

pointless for her to enter this term, as the chances of 

agreement with her partner are considerably smaller 

than for “tree”, “leaves” or “green”. Note that none of 

the assigned tags are wrong, but the question arises, 

whether one has to rely on humans to obtain them. For 

these general terms there are already millions of 

publicly available and searchable images online. 

A Probabilistic Tagging Model 

In this section we describe our Naïve Bayes model for 

predicting the next tags, given a set S of tags already 

assigned. This model was presented in [2].  As the goal 

of the model is to test what can be predicted without 

using the image, we will only use the set S and no 

other information related to the image.  

The probability we are interested in can be written 

using Bayes’ formula as follows. 

P(‘t is next label’ | ‘set T already present’)  

= P(‘set T already present’ | ‘t is next label’) *          

P(‘t is next label’)/P(‘set T already present’) 

For our applications, we assume that the probability 

that some label will be added next is 1. This allows us 

to drop the denominator from consideration as we 

know that the expression, summed over all possible 

terms t, has to yield 1. 

The probability of P(‘t is next label’) can be estimated 

by the number of occurrences of the tag t among the 

observed tag sets, divided by the total number of 

observed tags. So the only probability left to estimate 

is P(‘set T already present’ | ‘t is next label’). If we had 

enough training data for every possible set T, we could 

directly estimate this probability. But given the 

unavoidable problem of data sparsity due to an 

exponential number of possible sets, we make the 

following conditional independence assumption. 

P(‘set T already present’ | ‘t is next label’) 

= Πs∈Τ P(‘s is already present’ | ‘t is next label’) 

The individual probabilities P(‘s is already present’ | ‘t is 

next label’) are estimated by dividing the number of tag 

sets in which the label s occurs before t by the total 

number of tag sets containing t. To avoid zero 

probability estimates the probability P is replaced by a 

smoothed variant P. 

P(‘s is already present’ | ‘t is next label’) 

= (1 - λ) P(‘s is already present’ | ‘t is next label’) +    

λ P(‘s is already present’) 
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The P(‘s is already present’) is estimated as the number 

of observed tag sets containing s divided by the total 

number of tag sets. In all of our experiments, we used 

a value of λ = 0.85, chosen using a validation set not 

part of the results (Table 1). With this smoothing, we 

then obtain the following probabilistic model. 

P(‘t is next label’ | ‘set T already present’) 

= Πs∈T P(‘s is already present’ | ‘t is next label’) *     

P(‘t is next label’)/C    (1) 

where  C is a normalizing constant such that the sum 

over all t is 1. In settings where T is empty, we use the 

probability P(‘t is next label’). 

Ultimately, the actual model used is not crucial as our 

main objective is simply to show that the labels on the 

ESP game are predictable using only the off-limits 

terms. An improvement in the model would only 

strengthen this claim. 

A Robot Playing the ESP Game 

We used the model presented in the previous section to 

implement a robot which plays the game without 

extracting any information from the image itself, 

demonstrating that labels are highly predictable. 

The input rate was throttled to play more human-like. 

Averaged over all the 2,600 games played, our robot 

suggested around 4.3 labels per image before (i) 

finding an agreement, (ii) passing or (iii) running out of 

time. This corresponds to an input rate of 4.4 seconds 

per label entered, compared to 5.1 seconds for human 

players. Figure 1 shows a screen-shot of the robot 

playing the game. 

Figure 1. A screen-shot of our robot playing the ESP 

game. Using the off-limits terms “car” and “suv”, it has 

produced the list “wheels, vehicle” and is entering 

“truck”. This will then lead to a match for 120 points. 

If both the probability and the points for a potential 

match are known, the robot could either try to 

maximize the number of matches, always choosing the 

most likely matching label, or it could play to maximize 

its score, weighting the probability of a match by its 

number of points. We experimented with both 

strategies. Surprisingly, the scores used by Google 

were only weakly (negatively) correlated with the 

global frequencies of the tags and the two strategies 

agreed in 95% of the cases on the first tag to enter. 

Table 1 gives a summary of the robot’s performance 

when it tries to maximize the number of matches. It 

finds a match for 81% of images with at least one off-

limits term (OLT). For images, where a match was 

found, the match was usually between 2nd and 3rd in 

the list of suggestions made by the human. This 

indicates that the robot manages to “read the human’s 

mind” and does not match on strange terms. 
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Number of  

- games played 205 

- images encountered 1,335 

- images with OLTs 1,105 

Percentage with match  

- all images 69% 

- only images with OLTs 81% 

- all entered tags 17% 

Average score  

- per game 467 

- per image 72 

- per image with OLTs 85 

- per match 104 

Average number of labels entered  

- per image 4.1 

- per game 26.7 

Agreement index  

- mean 2.6 

- median 2.0 

Table 1. Statistics for the test phase of the robot 

consisting of 205 game instances. By “agreement 

index” we mean the index, starting at 1 in the partner’s 

list of suggestions, for which we found an agreement. A 

low agreement index indicates that we did not rely on 

the partner to enter several tags. Only images with a 

match are taken into account for this. 

Amount of Information Assigned Labels 

In this section, we will quantify, how much information 

was added at each step, as the list of off-limits terms 

grew from empty to (up to) 5 terms. For each label 

position, we measured the average information defined 

as -log2p(t), where p(t) is the probability of tag t being 

added next as predicted by Equation 1. To avoid 

assigning zero probability if the next label was 

previously unseen, we allowed an unseen label to be 

generated next with a probability equal to the 

probability of the rarest tag being next. 

Table 2 shows that there is an effect of “diminishing 

returns”, where later terms add less and less 

information to the set already present. 

Average information per position of label in tag set 

1 2 3 4 5 

9.2 8.5 8.0 7.7 7.5 

Table 2. As the previous labels of a set are used to 

predict the next label, the labels become more and 

more predictable. An equidistribution over all seen 

4,958 words would correspond to 12.3 bits. If terms 

were independent of the previous labels the information 

at any position would be 9.3 bits. 

To see if humans work their way towards less and less 

predictable terms, as they think of more labels to add, 

we looked at the information gain, with respect to the 

off-limits terms, of the labels suggested by humans as 

a function of their position among the tag sequence. 

Table 3 shows that the information does indeed go up 

for later labels. 

Av. information per position of human suggestions 

1 2 3 4 5+ 

8.7 9.4 10.0 10.6 11.7 

Table 3. The average information, when all the off-

limits terms are used to predict the next label, goes up 

with every additionally suggested label. This indicates 
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that (i) a player has to think of less and less obvious 

tags to suggest and that (ii) the notion of “obvious” is 

indeed correlated with the notion of “high probability”. 

Re-designing the ESP Game 

In this section we discuss several approaches to 

encourage players to enter more informative terms. 

The probability estimates of our model could be used to 

award points proportional to the amount of information 

(-log2(p)). A term such as “red” would bring fewer 

points in the context of “sunset, sky”, where it is 

predictable, and more points in the context of “face, 

nose”, where it adds more information to the system. 

The more advanced scoring system above has a nice 

selling point. Players could be (correctly) told that the 

goal of the game is to outwit the machine. E.g., if two 

players find an obvious match, they would (i) get fewer 

points and (ii) a smug message could be displayed 

“Haha! I saw that coming!”. On the other hand, if they 

agree on an informative term, the system could say 

“Oh, you caught me by surprise!”, and the players 

would be awarded more points. 

As an alternative way of enforcing more informative 

tags, terms could come with a time limit before they 

are activated. That is, an informative term such as 

“frigate bird” could still lead to an immediate match, 

but it takes, say, 10 seconds before the term “black” 

becomes active and can lead to a match. 

Off-limits terms could be hidden and only their number 

revealed to the players. If they then agree on such an 

unknown taboo term they get zero points. If they agree 

on a non-taboo term, they would be awarded a unit 

score, independent of the match. This way, both 

players would probably start with less obvious labels, 

as they are less likely to be already present, and then 

work their way up to more predictable ones. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

Our robot shows that, in its current implementation, no 

understanding of the image at all is required to agree 

on labels in the ESP game. Thus, modifications should 

be explored to get the most out of the human effort. 

For future work, it is of interest to evaluate different 

reward schemes through user studies. 
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